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W
heat is a major food crop globally (24) . However, current productivity gains in wheat production fall well short of those required to satisfy expected global demands over the coming decades (20) . To eliminate this anticipated gap, we need to find new ways to advance wheat productivity. Genetic improvement has been a major contributor to gains in productivity in wheat and other cereal crops (23) , but rates of progress are not sufficient to satisfy the expected growth in demand and, in fact, may have slowed (20) . Most wheat produced globally is consumed directly by humans as food (24) . The requirement that wheat grain quality must be suitable to produce breads and other end-products with complex and specific functional properties limits the rate of genetic gain in wheat production by rejecting for commercial production varieties that are not useable in human foods. Removing the constraints imposed by end-use quality requirements could greatly accelerate productivity gains in wheat. A more complete understanding of the genetic, molecular, and biochemical bases of wheat end-use qualities might allow these requirements to be more easily satisfied and help accelerate gains in wheat productivity.
Advances in DNA Sequencing and Applications for Cereals
New technologies often provide solutions for innovation needs. The advances made in DNA sequencing technology over the last decade have revolutionized our ability to study biological systems at the genetic level (15, 16) . The genetics of wheat are very complex in that bread wheat is hexaploid (there are six copies of each chromosome) and very large. The genome contains ≈17 Gbp. This amount of information is still difficult to collect, store, and analyze, but technical advances are reducing the challenge. Cereals with smaller genomes, such as rice (only 380 Mbp), are now easily and routinely sequenced using current technology (19) . Innovations in sequencing strategies (8, (25) (26) (27) are bringing the task of routinely sequencing wheat samples within our grasp, especially if we focus on sequencing only the genes themselves. Enriched genome sequencing (9) allows the genes of a complex genome, like that of wheat, to be sequenced cost-effectively.
The rapid rate of technological advances in this area has been driven by advances in instrumentation that have been stimulated to deliver ongoing advances in performance by strong competition between different DNA-sequencing platforms. The amount of sequence data generated by these instruments and the quality of the data have increased continuously over the last five years. The length of sequence reads has also increased significantly. The first genome sequences of wheat (1) and wheat relatives (11) have recently been generated.
The challenge is no longer generating the necessary volume of sequence data but remains the task of linking the sequences together in an assembled whole-genome sequence. This is complicated by the high number of repetitive sequences and the hexaploid nature of wheat. Advances in next-generation sequencing have been applied in many different ways that are relevant to wheat quality (Table I) . Applications include whole-genome analysis of individuals or populations, as well as targeted analysis of gene-rich regions, specific groups of genes, expressed genes, organelle genomes, and mutant genes. The analysis of specific groups of genes allows known genes impacting quality to be studied, while new genetic and molecular influences on wheat quality can be revealed by considering variations in the whole genome and relating all the differences to explain the bases of differences in wheat quality.
Wheat Quality
Proteins. Proteins associated with wheat quality have been studied extensively but largely at the protein level.
Complete genome analysis allows analysis of the genes encoding these proteins and may reveal new proteins or details of variations in known proteins that can significantly extend our understanding of the role of proteins in the functional qualities of wheat. Analysis of the complete genome provides a great tool that supports analysis of all the protein sequences. Protein sequences may be predicted from the sequences of gene transcripts found in the developing wheat seed (21) . These data indicate the possible sequences and relative levels of expression of proteins in the grain. Confirmation at the protein level is required because of the potential for alternative splicing of gene transcripts and differential translation of transcripts. These strategies are likely to identify proteins in addition to the glutenins and gliadins that are important in wheat quality. Protein analysis at the DNA level remains technically easier than direct protein analysis, and advances in wheat genomics will continue to reveal more details on the role of proteins in wheat quality.
Starch. Starch quality in wheat is well known at many levels. However, genomics is providing new options for increasing our understanding of the relationships between starch molecular structure and function by revealing more details about the genes controlling starch biosynthesis and metabolism (28, 30) . Genomics should enable more precise manipulation of starch structures to better deliver functional qualities for food products and human health. The amounts of amylose and amylopectin and the fine structure of these molecules can also be manipulated by selecting for specific alleles of starch biosynthesis genes. More extensive analysis of starch genes has already been undertaken for the simpler rice metabolic system (30, 33) . Current technologies should allow the more complex wheat starch metabolism to be dissected using this approach. Starch modification that delivers three key outcomes-desirable human health benefits, high food product functionality, and high grain yield-is required.
Processing Characteristics. Genomics can be used to identify genes associated with the processing characteristics of wheat. Genes determining flour yield and quality are key targets (17) . Genes affecting milling characteristics have recently been investigated to explain the impact of techniques used to enhance biological activities during processing (5). These provide new options for selection of wheat varieties with good milling quality and potential for enhanced processing characteristics. Bioprocessing of wheat (5) may be used to increase flour yields in milling. Addition of bioactive agents during conditioning may alter fractionation of the wheat grain in the flour mill. Genetic selection of wheat varieties suited to these processes may be used to enhance these processes by combining new milling technologies with wheat varieties specially designed to perform well in these processes. Genomics will be useful in developing these types of traits in wheat by providing new insights into the mechanisms of variation in processing performance and the tools needed to improve processing.
End-Use Characteristics. The quality of end-products such as bread cannot be completely predicted from analysis of the wheat grain, flour, or even dough and often requires test baking. Identification of genes that contribute to variations in traits such as loaf volume would greatly accelerate development of new wheat varieties. Association genetics allows gene sequences to be related directly to end-use quality characteristics of wheat and makes it possible to discover a role for genes that may not have been considered as biochemical candidates in the past. Different wheat end-products require different wheat qualities, but an improved understanding of the basis for these differences could be used to reduce the number of wheat quality types required to produce wheat-based foods. More multipurpose wheat varieties may emerge from the application of genomics.
Nutritional Characteristics. Enhanced levels of desirable nutrient components in grain may be optimized further using the power of genomic strategies. Association genetics may allow genes controlling traits such as micronutrient, vitamin, fiber, and other bioactive compound contents to be identified and selected. Increased content of tissues such as aleurone may be a key way to enhance a range of nutrient components in wheat (21) . The aleurone contains many desirable nutrients, so increasing aleurone content would potentially increase the content of many different desirable nutrients at the same time.
Impact of Climate Change. Environmental resilience that enables consistent grain quality under variable climate conditions is highly desirable in cereal crop varieties. Genomics may provide new approaches to deliver climate-based adaptation. Analysis of the genomes of wild cereal relatives growing in diverse environments may provide new insights into the mechanisms plants use to adapt to variations in climate (1, 13, 18) . This knowledge would allow plant breeders to select cereal varieties with different levels of climate tolerance. The impact of climate on grain composition and quality suggests a need to breed new varieties that will deliver desired quality under altered production environments. Genes from wild relatives may be key sources of environmental resilience for wheat breeders (2, 4, 12, 27, 30) . Genes selected to satisfy human preferences may make a variety less stress tolerant, however (7) . Genomic research needs to be targeted at understanding any negative correlations between crop performance and grain quality to avoid genetic selections that could have adverse consequences for either wheat quality or crop yield.
Variety Identity and Variation. Variety identity and purity can now be measured with much greater sensitivity and reliability using tools derived from genomics (34) . These technical developments may require establishment of new standards for grain purity, as variations within cereal varieties may be better defined and managed using these techniques. Deliberate breeding for specific variants within crop varieties may aid in achieving novel performance traits. For example, quality traits might be delivered using a combination of different genotypes, with the proportions being more easily monitored and managed. Chloroplast whole-genome sequencing has become a simple specieslevel identification tool (6, 29) with potential applications in food quality control.
Rapid Wheat Quality Assessment by DNA Analysis
DNA analysis tools may provide attractive alternatives to some conventional wheat quality tests when the characteristic tested is strongly controlled at the genetic level. The replacement of complex methods with these analytical tools would be most effective in laboratories supporting the selection of new wheat varieties. For example, starch properties may be more easily assessed by sequencing all of the genes controlling starch metabolism when their relationships to starch structure are well defined. As large-scale DNA sequencing becomes routine, it will become an attractive alternative to laboratory methods that require dedicated instruments and sometimes large samples. Analysis of the genes determining dough, milling, and end-use quality traits using DNA from a single wheat grain would be a powerful tool for breeding improved wheat varieties and would accelerate the rate of genetic gain in productivity.
Transgenic wheat varieties with improved quality traits can now be developed relatively easily using genomics-derived tools that enable increasingly sophisticated control of gene expression in the grain (22) ; however, this application make take longer to gain market acceptance. Using these techniques genes can be expressed at specific stages of grain development and in specific grain tissues to achieve precisely targeted changes in wheat quality. The development of the first commercial transgenic wheat varieties may be associated with the production of wheat varieties with multiple new traits. For example, several genes for improved agronomic performance traits are likely to be combined with genes for nutrient, processing, or end-product quality in the same varieties.
